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Abstract
In relativistic nucleus–nucleus collisions the transverse energy per charged particle, ET /Nch, increases rapidly with beam energy and remains
approximately constant at about 800 MeV for beam energies from SPS to RHIC. It is shown that the hadron resonance gas model describes
the energy dependence, as well as the lack of centrality dependence, qualitatively. The values of ET /Nch are related to the chemical freeze-out
criterium E/N ≈ 1 GeV valid for primordial hadrons.
© 2008 Elsevier B.V. Open access under CC BY license.1. Introduction
In this Letter we investigate the transverse energy per
charged particle, ET /Nch, for beam energies ranging from
about 1 AGeV up to 200 AGeV. In this energy range, ET /Nch
at first increases rapidly from SIS [1] to AGS [2,3], then satu-
rates to a value of about 800 MeV at SPS [4–6] energies and
remains constant up to the highest available RHIC energy [7–9].
The present analysis of ET /Nch uses the hadron resonance
gas model (thermal model) which describes the final state in
relativistic heavy-ion collisions as composed of hadrons, in-
cluding heavy hadronic resonances as being in thermal and
chemical equilibrium. It has been known for many years [10]
that the chemical freeze-out can be described by the condition
E/N ≈ 1 GeV, where E and N are, respectively the total en-
ergy and particle number of the primordial hadronic resonances
before they decay into stable hadrons. This quantity cannot be
determined directly from experiment unless the final state mul-
tiplicity is low and hadronic resonances can be identified, which
is not the case in relativistic heavy-ion collisions. Our analy-
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seen in the detector to the number of primordial hadronic reso-
nances and the transverse energy to the energy E of primordial
hadrons. In this Letter all thermal model calculations were per-
formed using the THERMUS package [12].
2. Dependence of ET /Nch on beam energy and centrality
The transverse energy, ET , is defined as the energy de-
posited transverse to the beam direction in a given interval of
pseudo-rapidity η. The transverse energy has two components,
the hadronic one, EhadT , and the electromagnetic one, E
em
T ,
coming from the electromagnetic particles (photons, electrons
and positrons). Electromagnetic calorimeters are used to mea-
sure EemT whereas hadronic calorimeters or the Time Projection
Chamber (for particle identification and momentum informa-
tion) are used to measure EhadT . The long-lived neutral hadrons
which could not be detected by the TPC enter as an experimen-
tal correction factor estimated from simulations and the EhadT
is corrected for this [7]. The energy of a particle is defined as
being the kinetic energy for nucleons, for anti-nucleons as the
total energy plus the rest mass and for all other particles as the
total energy [7,8,17].
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particle multiplicity are measured in a similar way so that most
of the systematic uncertainties cancel out in the ratio. Exper-
iments have reported a constant value of the ratio ET /Nch ∼
0.8 GeV from SPS to RHIC [7,9], with the ratio being almost
independent of centrality of the collision for all measurements
at different energies. In all cases the value of ET /Nch has been
taken for the most central collisions, at the end of this Letter
we consider the centraly dependence of ET /Nch. When this ra-
tio is observed for the full range of center of mass energies, it
shows two regions [9]. In the first region from lowest √sNN to
SPS energy, there is a steep increase of the ET /Nch ratio with√
sNN . In this regime, the increase of
√
sNN causes an increase
in the 〈mT 〉 of the produced particles. In the second region, SPS
to higher energies, the ET /Nch ratio is very weakly dependent
on
√
sNN . The energy pumped into the system by the increase
of √sNN is converted mainly into particle production. This ob-
servation is quite remarkable and requires the help of models
for a better understanding of the underlying physics.
To estimate ET /Nch in the thermal model we relate the num-
ber of charged particles, Nch, to the number, N , of primordial
hadrons. To estimate the charged particle multiplicity at differ-
ent center of mass energies from the thermal model, we proceed
as follows. First we study the variation of the ratio of the to-
tal particle multiplicity in the final state, Ndecays, and that in
the primordial i.e. Ndecays/N with
√
sNN . This ratio starts from
one, since there are only very few resonances produced at low
beam energy and becomes almost independent of energy af-
ter SPS energy. The value of Ndecays/N in the region where
it is independent of √sNN is around 1.7. The excitation func-
tion of Ndecays/N is shown in Fig. 1(a). Secondly, we have
studied the variation of the ratio of charge particle multiplic-
ity and the particle multiplicity in the final state (Nch/Ndecays)
with √sNN . This is shown in Fig. 1(b). The Nch/Ndecays ratio
starts around 0.4 at lower √sNN and shows an energy indepen-
dence at SPS and higher energies. This energy independence is
a direct consequence of the saturation of the freeze-out temper-
ature T at high energies and of the fact that the baryon chem-
ical potential becomes very small in the same limit [11]. At
lower SIS energy, the baryon dominance at mid-rapidity makes
Nch/Ndecays ∼ Nproton/N(proton+neutron) which has a value of
0.45 for Au–Au collisions.
As the next step we connect the transverse energy ET to the
energy of the primordial hadrons E. We start by relating the two
quantities for a static fireball. In this case one has




E sin θf (E)
where f (E) is the statistical distribution factor, e.g. for a Boltz-
mann distribution it is given by f (E) = exp(−E/T ). It is
straightforward to rewrite this expression as





Ef (E) = π
4
〈E〉.
Thus, for a static fireball, the transverse energy is related to the
total energy by a simple factor of π/4. In the hadronic reso-
nance gas model there is a sum over all hadrons; furthermore,Fig. 1. The variation of Ndecays/N (left) and Nch/Ndecays (right) with √sNN
in the thermal model with E/N = 1.08 GeV as freeze-out criterium.
taking into account the experimental configuration which leads
to adding the mass of the nucleon for anti-nucleons and sub-
tracting the same for nucleons one has




















Ei sin θf (Ei)
(3)= π
4
[〈E〉 − mN 〈NB − NB¯〉].
The above equation relates the transverse energy measured
from the data and that estimated from the thermal model. Since
the derivation uses kinematic variables that are integrated over
momenta it can be expected that their validity is not restricted
to an isotropic static fireball but have a wider range of applica-
bility. This has been shown to be the case for a flat rapidity
distribution [13,14], hence, we expect the ratio ET /Nch to be
fairly independent of the underlying dynamics. In the limit of














which is close to the value measured at RHIC. It should be
noted that ET is determined experimentally at the kinetic
freeze-out point where the temperature is lower than at the
chemical freeze-out point. Hence the value for ET is reduced.
However, compensating this, the measured ET will be affected
by the radial flow which will enhance the value of ET ; these
two effects (lower freeze-out temperature and radial flow) will
lead to corrections which tend to largely cancel each other.
A detailed comparison of this, in the framework of a sin-
gle freeze-out temperature model and limited to RHIC energies,
has been made in Ref. [16]. We also note that, within the sin-
gle freeze-out models, it has been shown by Broniowski and
Florkowski that particle yields and spectra can consistently be
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in the (T ,μB) plane. The chemical freeze-out condition of E/N = 1.08 GeV
is also shown.
described by a thermal model approach so that the good de-
scription of ET /Nch is not unexpected.
In Fig. 2 we plot lines of constant ET /Nch in the (T ,μB)-
diagram. For low values of ET /Nch, these lines are almost in-
depent of μB , this is mainly a consequence of subtracting mN
in the definition of ET , thus taking away much of the influence
of nucleons. Only towards larger values of μB there is a no-
table dependence on this variable. To compare with the chemi-
cal freeze-out condition, we show also the chemical freeze-out
curve in the same plane (Fig. 2). At higher energies, when μB
nearly goes to zero, the transverse energy production is mainly
due to the meson content in the matter. The intersection points
of lines of constant ET /Nch and the freeze-out line give the val-
ues of ET /Nch at the chemical freeze-out. Hence at freeze-out,
given the values of ET /Nch from the experimental measure-
ments we can determine T and μB of the system. In Fig. 3, we
plot the ratio ET /Nch as a function of the temperature T and
as a function of μB . It can be seen that the relation between the
ET /Nch and T is linear to a good approximation, similarly for
the relation with μB .
For the most central collisions, the variation of ET /Nch with
center of mass energy is shown in Fig. 4. The data have been
taken from Refs. [1–9], and are compared with the correspond-
ing calculation from the thermal model with chemical freeze-
out. We have checked explicitly that other freeze-out criteria
discussed in the literature give almost identical results for the
behavior of ET /Nch as a function of
√
sNN ; this is the case
for the fixed baryon plus anti-baryon density condition [18] and
also for fixed normalised entropy density condition, s/T 3 = 7
[19–21]. It has been observed from SPS to RHIC [7,9], that
the ratio ET /Nch, is almost independent of the centrality of the
collisions which is represented by the number of participant nu-
cleons. To understand the variation of ET /Nch with collision
centrality, we have estimated ET /Nch for 130 AGeV Au + AuFig. 3. The variation of ET /Nch with T (left) and the variation of ET /Nch
with μB (right).
Fig. 4. Comparison between experimental data for ET /Nch with
√
sNN and
the thermal model using E/N = 1.08 GeV as the freeze-out condition.
collisions at RHIC, for different centrality classes [22]. This
is compared with the corresponding data in Fig. 5. The effect
of flow is not taken into account in the model calculations for
the centrality behavior. The model agrees well with the experi-
mental data for the centrality behavior. Again, we have checked
explicitly that other freeze-out criteria lead to similar results
[18–21].
3. Summary
In conclusion, we have discussed the connection between
ET /Nch and the ratio of primordial energy to primordial par-
ticle multiplicity, E/N , from the thermal model. This model,
when combined with chemical freeze-out criteria explains the
data over all available measurements for the √sNN behavior
of ET /Nch. It has to be noted that variables like ET /Nch, the
chemical freeze-out temperature Tch, Ndecays/Nprimordial and
J. Cleymans et al. / Physics Letters B 660 (2008) 172–175 175Fig. 5. The variation of ET /Nch with Npart for 130 AGeV Au + Au collisions
at RHIC with the corresponding thermal model estimate.
Nch/Ndecays discussed in this Letter, show saturation starting
at SPS and continuing to higher center of mass energies. This
observation along with the centrality independence of ET /Nch
is not inconsistent with the simultaneity of chemical and kinetic
freeze-out at higher energies [14,15].
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